2011 honda crv manual

You have no vehicle information saved in your Honda Owners account. The Owner's Manual
explains the various features and functions of your Honda, offers operation tips and
suggestions for vehicle care and maintenance, provides specific details on safety systems, and
includes comprehensive technical specifications. If your vehicle is equipped with a navigation
system, a navigation manual with detailed instructions, settings, and other information is also
available. To purchase printed manuals, you can order online or contact:. Delivery time is
approximately five weeks. To save paper and time, you can download the latest manuals now.
Need more help? Contact your local Honda dealer for assistance. Choose a Year and Model to
View YEAR MODEL. These files contain detailed information about your vehicle, and can be
downloaded, searched, and printed. The Owner's Guide provides a quick how-to on basic
functions and features. Coverage and terms of your vehicle's warranties, including general
provisions, new vehicle limited warranty, emissions, tires and accessories warranties,
replacement parts and more. Details can be found in the Warranty section. Quick Links. See
also: Navigation Manual , Owner's Manual. Table of Contents. This document does not contain
hyperlinks and may be formatted for printing instead of web use. This is due to changes. This
manual will be replaced with a. Honda Motor Co. Page 3 Introduction Congratulations! It will
give you years of driving pleasure. This One of the best ways to enhance the enjoyment of your
new vehicle is to information is intended to help you read this manual. Event Data Recorders
This vehicle is equipped with one or more devices commonly referred to as event data
recorders. These devices record front seat belt use, front passenger seat occupancy, airbag
deployment data, and the failure This data belongs to the vehicle owner and may not be
accessed by anyone else of any airbag system component. And operating this including:
vehicle safely is an important responsibility. Safety Labels preceded by a safety alert symbol
and one of Higher ground clearance has many advantages for off-highway driving. It allows you
to travel over bumps, obstacles, and rough terrain. It also provides good visibility so you can
anticipate problems earlier. These advantages come at some cost. Page 7 Contents Your
Vehicle at a Glance main controls Instruments and Controls indicators, gauges, information
display, dashboard, and steering column A summary of the warranties Your Vehicle at a Glance
covering your new vehicle, and how It Seat Belt System Components. Page 13 Important Safety
Precautions Pay Appropriate Attention to the Keep Your Vehicle in Safe Task of Driving Safely
Condition Engaging in mobile phone Having a tire blowout or a conversation or other activities
that mechanical failure can be extremely keep you from paying close attention hazardous.
These include a strong steel framework that forms a safety cage around the passenger
compartment, front and rear crush zones, a collapsible steering column, Not wearing a seat belt
properly increases the chance of serious Your seat belt system also includes Keep you from
being thrown out injury or death in a crash, even Page Protecting Adults And Teens Protecting
Adults and Teens Introduction Your vehicle has a door and Adjust the Front Seats The following
pages provide tailgate open indicator on instructions on how to properly the instrument panel
to indicate protect the driver, adult passengers, when a specific door or the tailgate is and
teenage children who are large not tightly closed. Page Adjust The Seat-Backs Protecting
Adults and Teens If you sit too close to the steering Adjust the Seat-Backs wheel or dashboard,
you can be seriously injured by an inflating front Sitting too close to a front airbag, or by
striking the steering airbag can result in serious wheel or dashboard. Page Adjust The Head
Restraints Protecting Adults and Teens Adjust the Head Restraints Reclining the seat-back too
far Improperly positioning head can result in serious injury or restraints reduces their death in a
crash. Adjust the seat-back to an upright position, and sit well Make sure head restraints are
back in the seat. Page Advice For Pregnant Women Protecting Adults and Teens In addition, an
occupant who is out of Advice for Pregnant Women When driving, remember to sit position in
the front seat can be upright and adjust the seat as far seriously or fatally injured in a crash
back as possible while allowing full by striking interior parts of the control of the vehicle. In
normal driving, your shoulder, across your chest, the retractor lets you move freely in and
across your hips. In this case, the Using the seat belt with the do not deploy detachable anchor
unlatched airbags would not be needed, but the additional restraint could be helpful. Page Seat
Belt Maintenance Honda provides a limited warranty on seat belts. See your Honda Warranty
Information booklet for details. If the weight is about 65 lbs system front airbags. Page How
Your Front Airbags Work Additional Information About Your Airbags A rollover sensor that can
detect if How Your Front Airbags Work During a frontal crash, your seat belt your vehicle is
about to roll over restrains your lower body and torso, and signal the control unit to and the
front airbag helps protect deploy both side curtain airbags your head and chest. The main
purpose of this them from working properly. Page 34 If the seat is under the seat. Although
Honda come on. Page 36 To get the best protection from the indicator will go out. Although
Honda does not encourage side airbags, front seat occupants children to ride in front, if the

should wear their seat belts and sit Canada the airbag system components may Works Airbag
Off The SRS indicator alerts you to a not work properly when you need Indicator Works
potential problem with your airbag This indicator alerts you that the Page Protecting Children
General Guidelines Protecting Children General Guidelines All Children Must Be Restrained
Each year, many children are injured or killed in vehicle crashes because Children who are
unrestrained they are either unrestrained or not or improperly restrained can be properly
restrained. In fact, traffic seriously injured or killed in a collisions are the number one cause
crash. Please read and follow the instructions on these labels. Page Protecting Children
Protecting Children General Guidelines Make sure any unused seat belt Do not leave children
alone in a Lock all doors and the tailgate that a child can reach is buckled, vehicle. Leaving
children without when your vehicle is not in use. Page Protecting Infants And Small Children
Protecting Infants and Small Children Two types of seats may be used: a moving their seat as
far back as Protecting Infants seat designed exclusively for infants, recommended, or from
locking their or a convertible seat used in the rear- seat-back in the desired position. We
strongly recommend placing a forward-facing child seat in a back Of the different seats
available, we seat, not the front. Push and pull the child seat forward and from side-to-side to
Pull down the cover to access the verify that it is secure. Page 54 Installing a Child Seat After
confirming that the belt is Push and pull the child seat To activate the lockable retractor, locked,
grab the shoulder part of forward and from side-to-side to slowly pull the shoulder part of the
verify that it is secure enough to belt all the way out until it stops, the belt near the buckle, and
pull stay upright during normal driving Each rear outside seating position has an anchorage
point on the seat- back, and the center seating position has an anchorage point in the ceiling
near the tailgate. They warn you of potential U. Read these labels carefully. If a label comes off
or becomes hard to read except for the U. This indicator comes on when you Indicator turn the
ignition switch to the ON This indicator has two functions: II position. Canada seat belt while
driving, the beeper Side Airbag Off ABS Indicator will sound and the indicator will flash
Indicator This indicator normally comes on for again at regular intervals. For more reminder that
you must refuel soon. It reminds you that it is time to take your vehicle in for scheduled
maintenance. There are two trip meters: Trip A and Trip B. During normal driven. It measures
miles in U. Page 78 Gauges The temperature sensor is in the When it reaches the desired value,
front bumper. You should see the new by heat reflection from the road outside temperature
displayed. Rotate the switch counterclockwise also to spray the window washer and turn the
wiper When you shift the transmission to the reverse position with the front To signal a lane
indicator comes on as a reminder. Page 84 Turn Signals and Headlights Even with the automatic
lighting Daytime Running Lights LIGHT SENSOR feature turned on, we recommend With the
headlight switch in the off that you turn on the lights manually position, the high beam when
driving at night or in a dense headlights and the high beam fog, or when you enter dark areas
indicator come on with reduced Page Rear Window Defogger Rear Window Defogger Make sure
the rear window is clear On vehicles with automatic air and you have good visibility before
conditioning system The defogger will shut itself off starting to drive. Driving the vehicle with
the parking brake applied can damage the rear brakes and hubs. A beeper will sound if the
vehicle is driven with the parking brake on. They will not work to start the engine if the circuits
are damaged. Page Immobilizer System Immobilizer System The immobilizer system protects If
the system repeatedly does not As required by the FCC: recognize the coding of your key, your
vehicle from theft. If an This device complies with Part 15 of the improperly coded key or other
contact your dealer. Page Ignition Switch Ignition Switch If the front wheels are turned, the You
will hear a reminder beeper if anti-theft lock may make it difficult you leave the key in the LOCK
0 or to turn the key. The remaining doors and the tailgate unlock when you turn the key a
second time within a few seconds. You will hear a click, The auto door unlocking is and after
about 5 seconds, you will deactivated all the time. You will hear a click. If it takes several
pushes on the button to lock or unlock the doors Protect the transmitter from and the tailgate,
replace the battery extreme temperature. Operation is subject to the following two conditions: 1
This device may not cause harmful interference, and BATTERY 2 this device must accept any
interference received, including interference that may cause undesired operation. To unlock the
tailgate, turn the key clockwise twice, push the rear of the master door lock switch, or push the
UNLOCK button twice on the remote transmitter. If you need to unlock the tailgate Place a cloth
on the top side of the manually, it means there is a problem with the tailgate. The front See
pages for important safety information and warnings about how to of the seat also tilts up or
down at the same time. Page Seats to make sure it is locked in position. Front Seat Manual
Adjustments See pages for important safety information and warnings about how to properly
position the seats and seat- backs. Make all seat adjustments before you start driving. Page
Seats Rear Seat Adjustments then release the lever. Make sure Armrests the seat-back latches

in the new position. When using the center seating position, adjust the left and right side of the
rear seats to the same position. Make sure all rear shoulder belts are positioned in front of the
rear seat- backs after you adjust the rear seats. Page Seats If your vehicle is equipped with a
Cargo Pass-through dual deck cargo shelf, do not use the shelf when any seat-back is folded
down. Objects placed on this shelf can be thrown forward and occupants can be injured during
sudden stops or a collision. Your vehicle is equipped with head restraints in all seating
positions to help protect you and your passengers from the likelihood of whiplash and other
injuries. If the vehicle is struck severely from Pull up the seat- back angle adjustment lever and
pivot the seat-back backward until it is level with the rear seat cushion. With either of the outer
seat- backs folded-down, you can still carry a passenger in the rear seat. With the center
seat-back folded- down, either outer seating position can be used. Page Seats Reverse this
procedure to return the Make sure that the folded down rear seat-back to the upright position.
Page Seats When any seat-back is folded down, Folding the Rear Seat Forward Follow steps 1
through 4 on pages do not use the dual deck cargo shelf for folding down the if equipped. Make
sure all items in the cargo area Lower the center seat-back before are secured. Then the upper
part of the anchor located at the rear of the seat attach the anchor on the fastening This will
backs. It does not cycle with seat temperature changes. To stop the moonroof from tilting up
firmly, then release it. The moonroof automatically opens all the way. When you finish, move the
selector switch to the center off position. This turns the adjustment switch off to keep your
settings. Page Dual Deck Cargo Shelf Interior Convenience Items Dual Deck Cargo Shelf If
equipped Make sure to use the dual deck To store the dual deck cargo shelf, The dual deck
cargo shelf will cargo shelf fully opened and securely lift up either side of it, then move it
separate the storage area into two latched. A spilled liquid that is very hot can scald you or your
passengers. Liquid can also spill from the door pocket beverage holders when you open or
close the doors. EX models To use the center table, pull up the or putting heavy objects on the
table, the bottom of the handle. Always keep the glove box closed while driving. To open the
sunglasses holder, push Some larger styles of sunglasses When using the sun visor for the
then release the raised detent. It will may not fit in the holder. EX model is shown. The
sunglasses holder uses a convex Your vehicle has two or three To use an accessory power
socket, mirror for its bottom panel. You can accessory power sockets depending the ignition
switch must be in the see all the vehicle passengers in this None of the sockets will power an
Make sure to put the socket cover EX-L and Canadian EX models automotive type cigarette
lighter back in place to prevent any small Push the release knob and slide the element. Your
vehicle has a seat under tray located under the front passenger Make sure the coat hook is
folded up seat. Page Interior Lights Interior Lights After all doors and the tailgate are Ceiling
Light Spotlights closed tightly, the light fades out in about 30 seconds. The ceiling light with the
switch in the center position comes on when you remove the key from the ignition switch. It
lights come on when you open any fades out in about 30 seconds after door. The heater uses
engine coolant to warm the air. If the engine is cold, it When you select , the system When you
select Watch the engine opening the windows, turning on the moisture from the air. The system
the way to the left shuts the system automatically switches to fresh air off. Page Climate Control
System Select. Adjust the temperature with the defrosting. It also overrides any mode selection
you may have made. Do not cover the sensors or spill any liquid on them. SEL A. Interference
can be caused by any of Your I. The numbers Do not use discs with adhesive labels. If You can
use the SEEK button while you select an empty position in the a disc is playing to change
tracks When a new folder, file, or track is Page Playing Discs EX and EX-L models without
navigation system To remove a different disc from the Protecting Discs changer, first select it
with the For information on how to handle appropriate preset button. When that and protect
compact discs, see page disc begins playing, press the eject button. If Device possible to play
some files, or an unsupported file is found, the To activate feature plays the files in the current
folder in the order they are stored. If you feel the sound is You can use the instrument panel too
quiet, choose Hi. Press preset channels using each preset for higher numbered channels button
or preset icons on the screen. Move the vehicle first six channels. Page Playing the XM Radio
EX-L model with navigation system The XM satellites are in orbit over the equator; therefore,
objects south Signal weaker in Signal may be blocked by of the vehicle may cause satellite
these areas. Move it to left, right, up, or operate the disc player. If you see an error message in
the Press the eject button, and pull out the disc. Reinstall the tray in the magazine. Repeat this
procedure to open the other five trays. To install a CD into the magazine, Store all six trays in
the magazine, push the button while pulling out and reinstall the magazine in the If you see an
error message in the The disc is pulled out. When a mode is selected, it is highlighted in blue.
To select more characters, touch the More icon. If you cannot clear the error The system cannot
read the file s. Each time you press and SKIP release preset 6 button , the player skips forward

to the beginning of the next file. To activate the repeat feature, press the RPT button Preset 1
button. Radio signals, especially on the FM Radio reception can be affected by band, are
deflected by large objects To prevent warpage, keep discs out of When recording a CD-R or
direct sunlight and extreme heat. If you insert a damaged disc as indicated in this section, it
may become stuck inside and damage the audio unit. Page Protecting Your Discs Small,
irregular shaped discs Discs with scratches, dirty discs Recommended discs are printed with
the following logo. Audio unit may not play the 3-inch 8-cm CD Triangle Shape following
formats. Fingerprints, scratches, etc. Press the top the CH button to change stations. Press and
hold the top memory device or iPod with the USB skips to the beginning of the next of the CH
button until you hear adapter cable, press and release the If this from electrical power for any
reason. SEL side of the A. Select appropriate zone number again. Page Compass Zone Map
Page Security System Security System If equipped The security system will not set if The
security system helps to protect the hood, tailgate, or any of the your vehicle and valuables
from theft. If the The horn sounds and a combination system will not set, check the doors of
headlights, parking lights, side and the tailgate. Page Cruise Control Cruise control may not
hold the set Changing the Set Speed You can decrease the set cruising You can increase the
set cruising speed in any of these ways: speed when you are going up and down hills. If your
vehicle speed speed in any of these ways: increases going down a hill, use the NOTE After of
these ways: or tap the brake pedal, the system completing the pass, take your foot After the
beep, including help on using HFL speak in a clear, natural tone. If you are pairing a phone for
the first time, HFL will give you information about the pairing Phone pairing tips Press and
release the HFL Talk button before a command. All the phone choose a phone number from.
Page HFL options. In Canada, visit You can add, change, or remove a phonebook. PIN number
from any phonebook. Select the phonebook you want. The The display will change as shown
display will change as shown above. Page Bluetooth HandsFreeLink To change your security
passcode: To select either a ring tone or a To activate or deactivate the auto Press and release
the HFL Talk prompt as the incoming call transfer function: button before a command. If you get
into the vehicle while you notification : Press and release the HFL Talk are on the phone, the call
can be Page FCC rules. Other 2 this device must accept any You also Refueling Page MMT. In
Canada, visit when the brakes are replaced. Use of gasoline with these additives Page Service
Station Procedures Refueling for the fuel to expand with temperature changes. Page Service
Station Procedures Screw the fuel fill cap back on driving once you tighten or replace Check
Fuel Cap Message until it clicks at least once. If you the fuel fill cap. Pull the hood the front grille
with your fingers. Fuel economy is not a fixed number. Therefore, it is not possible for one set
of estimates to predict fuel economy precisely for all drivers in all environments. Use the
fresh-air ventilation when possible. Gallons Miles per Miles driven of fuel Gallon Plan and
combine trips Page Accessories And Modifications Accessories or killed. Be sure electronic
accessories do Your dealer has Honda accessories not overload electrical circuits that allow
you to personalize your Follow all instructions in this see page or interfere with vehicle. Page
Carrying Cargo Load Limits The resulting figure equals the available amount of cargo and The
maximum load for your vehicle is lbs kg for U. Page Carrying Cargo Carrying Cargo in the
Passenger If you fold the rear seats up or Carrying Cargo in the Cargo Area Compartment down,
tie down items that could be or on a Roof Rack Store or secure all items that could thrown
about the vehicle during a Distribute cargo evenly on the be thrown around and hurt Page
Carrying Cargo If you carry any items on a roof Carrying Cargo on the Dual Deck Optional
Separation Net rack, be sure the total weight of The separation net can be used to Cargo Shelf
the rack and the items does not hold back soft, lightweight items If equipped exceed lbs 75 kg.
They are designed to hold light items. Page Driving This section gives you tips on Driving
Guidelines It also Automatic Transmission Page Driving Guidelines Driving Guidelines Your
vehicle has higher ground Do not modify your vehicle in any Four-wheel drive models clearance
that allows you to travel way that would raise the center of Your vehicle is equipped with a fourover bumps, obstacles, and rough gravity. Page Preparing To Drive Preparing to Drive You
should do the following checks Check the seat adjustment see and adjustments before you
drive pages your vehicle. Check the adjustment of the Make sure all windows, mirrors, inside
and outside mirrors see page and outside lights are clean and unobstructed. If it flashes while
driving in any shift position , it indicates a possible problem in the transmission. Use pedal and
the release button on the Press the brake pedal and Park whenever you are turning off or side of
the shift lever to shift from P to R press the shift lever release Page Automatic Transmission
Neutral N Use neutral if you D3 Mode need to restart a stalled engine, or if it is necessary to stop
briefly with the engine idling. Shift to the Park position if you need to leave your vehicle for any
reason. Press on the brake pedal when you are moving the shift lever from neutral to another
gear. Page Automatic Transmission Use second gear: Shifting out from the D position will If you

shift into first gear when the For more power when climbing. Set the parking brake. Remove the
key from the ignition switch. Page Parking Always use the parking brake when If the vehicle is
facing uphill, turn Parking Tips you park your vehicle. Make sure Make sure the moonroof if the
front wheels away from the the parking brake is set firmly, or equipped and the windows are
curb. A power when going down a long hill builds assist helps reduce the effort needed up heat
and reduces their effective- models have audible brake wear indicators. This is If this indicator
comes on, the anti- steering control by pumping the normal: it is the ABS rapidly You can also
use it to Exceeding any load limit or tow a trailer if you carefully observe improperly loading
your vehicle the load limits, use the proper and trailer can cause a crash in equipment, and
follow the guidelines which you can be seriously hurt Page Towing a Trailer Towing Equipment
and becomes unhitched. Page If you use a non-Honda trailer Ask your trailer sales or rental All
items in or on the trailer are lighting harness and converter, you Page Towing a Trailer The
lights and brakes on your Towing Speeds and Gears Driving on Hills vehicle and the trailer are
working Drive slower than normal in all When climbing hills, closely watch properly. If it nears
speed limits for vehicles with trailers. Your vehicle can be towed behind a caused by passing
trucks can disrupt Start the engine. The steering system can be damaged if This fuse is located
in the interior the steering wheel is locked. But be sure to follow all precautions and Improperly
operating this its higher ground clearance allows recommendations. Page Off-Highway Driving
Guidelines Check Out Your Vehicle Accelerating and Braking Avoiding Obstacles Before you
leave the pavement, be For better traction on all surfaces, Debris in the road can damage your
sure to do all scheduled maintenance accelerate slowly and gradually build suspension or other
components. If Avoid driving on soft sand, deep mud, If you spin the wheels excessively you
encounter water in your route a or other surfaces where you could trying to get unstuck, you
may small stream or large puddle, for get stuck. Page Maintenance This section explains why it
is U. Vehicles: Maintenance Safety Improperly maintaining this mechanic. If the remaining
engine oil life is 15 When the remaining engine oil life is The 15 and 10 percent oil life to 6
percent, you will see the engine 5 to 1 percent, you will see a indicators remind you that your oil
life indicator every time you turn Page Examine the tread for of completion, and have the person
information display. Check your You should check the following Lights Page Maintenance
Minder Symbol Maintenance Main Items Symbol Maintenance Sub Items Rotate tires Replace
engine oil Replace engine oil and oil filter Replace air cleaner element If you drive in dusty
conditions, replace every Inspect front and rear brakes Check parking brake adjustment 15,
miles 24, km. Page Adding Engine Oil 0W lubricant for your vehicle. Make Always use a
premium-grade 0W This coolant empty, you should also check the is pre-mixed with 50 percent
coolant level in the radiator. Page Engine Coolant The coolant level should be up to Pour
coolant into the reserve tank. Add Fill it halfway between the MAX coolant if it is low. Page
Windshield Washers Windshield Washers Check the fluid level in the Fill the reservoir with a
good-quality windshield washer reservoir at least windshield washer fluid. This monthly during
normal use. Page Automatic Transmission Fluid Park the vehicle on level ground. Start the
engine, let it run until the Insert the dipstick all the way into Always use Honda ATF DW-1
radiator fan comes on, then shut the transmission securely as automatic transmission fluid.
Page Damage resulting f rom the use of transmission f luid other than Honda The transmission
should be drained ATF DW-1 is not covered by the Honda and refilled with new fluid according
new vehicle warranty. A low power steering fluid level can indicate a leak in the system. Check
the fluid level frequently, and have the system inspected as soon as possible. If you bulbs.
When replacing a bulb, handle regularly carry heavy items in the it by its base, and protect the
glass cargo area or pull a trailer, from contact with your skin or hard readjustment may be
required. Pivot the hold-down wire back in place, and clip the end into the slot. Install the rubber
seal over the back of the headlight assembly. Turn it Side Marker Light Bulb clockwise to lock it
in place. BULB Turn on the lights to make sure the new bulb is working. Page Lights Pull the
bulb straight out of its socket. Turn on the lights to make sure the new bulb is working. Place a
cloth on the side edge of Pull the bulb straight out of its Unlatch the top of the cover by the
cover to prevent scratches. Push the new bulb straight pulling back on it with your hands. Page
Floor Mats This filter removes the dust and in your vehicle. Page Wiper Blades Wiper Blades
Check the condition of the wiper When replacing a wiper blade, blades at least every six
months. Page Wiper Blades Examine the new wiper blades. If Slide the wiper blade assembly
they have no plastic or metal onto the wiper arm. Make sure it reinforcement along the back
locks in place. Page Wiper Blades Slide the new blade into the holder. REAR Make sure it is
engaged in the slot along its full length. Insert both ends of the blade into the holder. Make sure
they are secure. Install the wiper blade assembly onto the wiper arm. Page Tires Tires To safely
operate your vehicle, your The tire pressure monitoring system Inflation Guidelines tires must
be the proper type and Keeping the tires properly inflated TPMS warns you when a tire size, in

good condition with adequate provides the best combination of pressure is low. Page Tires Use
a gauge to measure the air If you check air pressures when the Recommended Tire Pressures
pressure in each tire at least once a tires are hot driven for several The following chart shows
the month. Page On vehicles with aluminum wheels, improper wheel weights can damage If you
purchase directional tires, rotate only front-to-back. Use only Honda wheel weights f or When
the tires are rotated, make sure the air pressures are checked. Page Tires It is best to replace all
four tires at Replacing Tires and Wheels Replace your tires with radial tires of the same time. If
that is not possible the same size, load range, speed or necessary, replace the two front
Installing improper tires on your rating, and maximum cold tire tires or two rear tires as a pair.
Page For the best performance in snowy Because your vehicle has limited tire be seriously
injured or killed. They may recommends using the chains listed Follow all instructions in this
Page Checking the Battery Check the terminals for corrosion a white or yellowish powder. To
remove it, cover the terminals with a The battery gives off explosive solution of baking soda and
water. It hydrogen gas during normal will bubble up and turn brown. When operation. Get
compact spare tire. Drive slowly along the shoulder until you get to an exit or an area to stop
that is far away from the traffic lanes. The vehicle can easily roll off the jack, seriously injuring
anyone underneath. Page Changing a Flat Tire Put on the spare tire. Put the wheel nuts back on
finger-tight, then tighten them in a crisscross pattern with the wheel nut wrench until the wheel
is firmly against the hub. Do not try to tighten the wheel nuts fully. Have storing the flat tire.
Page Changing a Flat Tire Store the jack in its holder. Store the tools, and place sensor. In very
cold weather, check the condition of the electrolyte. If it seems slushy or frozen, do not try jump
starting until it thaws. Page Jump Starting If the booster battery is in another vehicle, have an
assistant start that vehicle and run it at a fast idle. Start your vehicle. If the starter motor still
operates slowly, check that the jumper cables have good metal-to-metal contact. If it climbs to
the red watch the temperature gauge. If Steam and spray from an mark, you should determine
the the high heat is due to overloading, Page If the Engine Overheats Look for any obvious
coolant leaks, Start the engine, and set the such as a split radiator hose. Turn on the hazard
Indicator Indicator This indicator should never come on warning lights. If the charging system
indicator when the engine is running. Canada indicator normally feel normal, you should take
system indicator come on with the comes on when immediate action. To open it, push the tabs
as shown. Make sure the vehicle stops working, check for a headlights and all other blown fuse
first. Determine from the accessories are off. If it is blown, replace it with fuses in the interior
fuse box by one of the spare fuses of the same pulling out each one with the fuse rating or
lower. Page Fuses If you cannot drive the vehicle If the replacement fuse of the without fixing
the problem, and you same rating blows in a short time, do not have a spare fuse, take a fuse
there is probably a serious Replacing a f use with one that has a of the same rating or a lower
rating electrical problem in your vehicle. Circuits Protected No. Page Fuse Locations No. Page
Emergency Towing Emergency Towing If your vehicle needs to be towed, If, due to damage,
your vehicle must On 2WD models call a professional towing service or There are two ways to
tow your be towed with the front wheels on organization. Never tow your vehicle vehicle: the
ground, do this: with just a rope or chain. It also U. The vehicle identification number VIN is the
digit number your dealer uses to register your vehicle for warranty purposes. It is also
necessary for licensing and insuring your vehicle. Page Identification Numbers The engine
number is stamped into the front of the engine block. The transmission number is on a label on
top of the transmission. Vehicles The tires on your vehicle meet all Treadwear Traction U.
Federal Safety Requirements. The treadwear grade is a compara- The traction grades, from
highest to All tires are also graded for tive rating based on the wear rate of lowest, are AA, A, B,
and C. Vehicles Temperature Warning: The temperature grade for this tire is established for a
tire that The temperature grades are A the highest , B, and C, representing the is properly
inflated and not overloaded. Those Whenever tires are replaced, they associated with the
maximum you should be aware of are described should be replaced with tires of the load the
tire can carry. Page Tire Pressure Monitoring System TPMS Required Federal Explanation Each
tire, including the spare if Driving on a significantly under- As an added safety feature, your
provided , should be checked inflated tire causes the tire to vehicle has been equipped with a
tire monthly when cold and inflated to overheat and can lead to tire failure. Page Emissions
Controls It is stored in this ment. Under certain conditions of canister while the engine is off.
Page Act. To make sure the emissions ignition timing, reducing the amount remain low, you
should use only new of HC, CO, and NOx produced. Honda replacement parts or their
equivalent for repairs. Using lower quality parts may increase the emissions from your vehicle.
Replacement units must be original Honda parts or their equivalent. The three way catalytic
converters must operate at a high temperature for the chemical reactions to take Defective three
way catalytic place. Page Emissions
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Testing Emissions Testing Testing of Readiness Codes If the testing facility determines that
Without touching the accelerator If you take your vehicle for an the readiness codes are not set,
you pedal, start the engine, and let it emissions test shortly after the will be requested to return
at a later idle for 20 seconds. Warranty Coverages Box U. Page Warranty Coverages
Restrictions and exclusions apply to these two all these warranties. Time, under this warranty.
Time and booklet that came with your vehicle Page Index Automatic Transmission Page Index
Checklist, Before Driving Page Index Dipstick Emergencies Page Index Fluids Gasoline Page
Index Lubricant Specifications Chart. Page Index Protecting Children Page Index Time, Setting
the Page Index Washers, Windshield U. DOT 4 brake fluid as a temporary This manual is also
suitable for: Cr-v Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an
account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

